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PVUC Re-Opening Plan 
 

We do not want one single case of COVID 19 to be traced to PVUC because we were not diligent in our care for those 
Jesus loves. We are mindful that a large portion of our membership is in high risk categories for COVID 19. The full version 
of the approved plan is available at https://www.pvuc.ca/2020/08/13/re-opening-process-september-9-2020/ 
 
Church activities will resume in phases. Phase 1 – Opening the Church Office and Sunday Worship Services: 
 
The Church Office: 

• Starting September 22 

• Open each Tuesday (once a week) from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. for pastoral and administrative concerns. 

• By appointment only. 

• Masks must be worn at all times and hand sanitizer will be used.   

• You may continue to contact staff by email or by leaving a message on the Church answering machine:   
       905-683-4721 

 
Sunday Worship Services – both virtual and in-person options will be offered:   

• For the foreseeable future we will continue the current practice: 

o recording a full worship service (including singing hymns) on Fridays  
o to be posted on the PVUC website for 10:00 a.m. Sunday mornings  

• Beginning October 18 modified in-person worship services will be offered: 
o Sunday mornings at 10:30 a.m.  
o You must wear a mask, practice social distancing, sit in assigned pews, sign in and answer health 

questions 
o There will be no congregational singing, coffee hour or time for visiting 

• Communion will be offered on-line at special services using Zoom. 
 
Church School: 

• Re-opening of the Church School in the building is not part of the Phase 1 plan 

• For the time being: 
o Starting October 3, 2020 Church School lesson kits will be delivered each Saturday 

 
Future Planning: 

• The Re-Opening Task Group will continue to work diligently to: 

o Monitor and adjust these plans as the need arises 
o Keep the congregation advised of any changes 
o Develop plans for opening other programming such as in person Church School Classes, Small Groups, 

tenants and others to resume meeting at the PVUC building.
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           Caring for the Community in Christ’s Name 
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Ministers’ Messages: (Rev.) Dr. Steven Davis 
With summer rapidly coming 
to a close we’re about to 
emerge into – well – to be 
honest, I suppose we’re not 
quite sure. One thing I do 
know is that the last several 
months have been the most 
difficult and chaotic time that 
I’ve faced in the church since 
being ordained in 1994. 
Sometimes it’s seemed as if 
every week there’s been a 

new challenge to be confronted, a new situation to be 
faced, new circumstances that were never imagined. All 
of us (and not just those of us in the church) have been 
challenged by this pandemic to make sudden 
adjustments in our way of life and to accept some 
sacrifices for the sake of the greater good. If we can find 
anything positive about the last few months, perhaps it’s 
just that – we’ve learned a little bit about what it is to be a 
Christian; to be willing to give up some of ourselves for 
the sake of those around us, even if it’s as simple as our 
recognition that, although we’d prefer not to have to, we 
need to wear a mask to go certain places because it 
helps to keep others safe. Giving up some of our freedom 
for the sake of others is a very Jesus-like act, I think. He 
was, after all, the one “Who, being in very nature God, did 
not consider equality with God something to be grasped, 
but made himself nothing, taking the very nature of a 
servant, being made in human likeness.” We have not 
been called to sacrifice as Jesus was but we have been 
repeatedly asked to look out for one another and to give 
something of ourselves for those around us. That, I 
believe, has helped to test and deepen our faith. 
 

When I look back to March, I remember how enthusiastic 
I was. Although we faced some challenges, for the most 
part things at PVUC had been going well and I remember 
that our Annual Meeting on March 1 had a very positive 
spirit to it. We were looking ahead to the coming months 
with a sense of anticipation. We were expecting good 
things to happen. There were reports of a virus but at the 
time it seemed something like the SARS epidemic of a 
few years ago which was serious enough but didn’t really 
affect our day-to-day lives dramatically. Sixteen days later 
we closed the building for what we thought might be a 
month. (continued on page 3) 

Rev. Karen Smart 
The heat is subsiding, the leaves 
have a tinge of colour and all 
things pumpkin spice have 
arrived. This year summer 
seemed to end abruptly and 
signs of autumn have appeared. 
 
I love summer. I usually dread 
Labour Day which signals the 
change of season but once 

Labour Day passes I am 
excited to be moving 
forward. I pause to give 
thanks to God for the many 
blessings of that year’s 
summer and I begin to 
appreciate the beauty of the 
fall. 
 
This summer, like this year, 
was different because of 
COVID-19.  With Laura home, we were pretty much 
home bound. We enjoyed neighbourhood walks, 
swimming and reading. I enjoyed making pastoral phone 
calls and checking in with many of you. Our garden was 
the best ever. We planted fewer plants and then we did 
something new. We let some rogue seeds, which came 
from last fall’s composting in our garden or were dropped 
by birds, grow where they wanted. The result was we had 
a number of squash growing in some interesting places. 
One eager plant grew up a birch tree in our front yard.  
Tom strung a net across branches to hold its weight. A 
couple grew out of flower pots along the pool’s edge. 
 
One grew poolside and became known as “pool  

 
 
 
 
 
 

pumpkin”. Another grew among pepper plants. We also 
grew a number of gourds along the cedar hedge. It was 
great fun watching their growth each day. We even got a 
cloth tape measure to track the “pool pumpkin’s growth”. 
(continued on page 3)
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MINISTERS’ MESSAGES: 
(Rev.) Dr. Steven Davis (continued from page 2)  

Six months later, even after three weeks of vacation, I admit I’m COVID-weary 
but we’re finally planning to re-open. In the interim, of course, we didn’t stop 
being the church. Sometimes it seemed as if we were making things up on the 
fly (and, in truth, sometimes we were) but we never stopped being the church. 
How proud I am to be a part of a staff with Karen and Oksana and Ruth – all of 
whom in their own ways have given of their talents to help us continue to be a 
vibrant community of worship, through preaching and teaching and liturgy and 
music and the weekly order of service that still gets put on the website. How 
proud I am to be a part of a church with so many dedicated volunteer lay leaders 
(too many to name but know how much I appreciate you all) who have kept the 
church and all its ministries going. How proud I am to be a part of a community 
that supports one another, even if from a distance, and that continues to support 
our congregation in various ways. We have learned a lot about ourselves in the 
last few months – one thing we’ve learned is that as hard as the last few months 
have been, our faith is strong and our future is bright. 
 
We look forward to seeing you again. Our tentative re-opening date is Sunday, 
October 18. Not all of you will be back right away. For those of you who do 
come back, it won’t be the same (at least, not for a while) but it will be so good 
to see you again! For those who for various reasons aren’t able to join us in 
person, we’re going to continue our online worship as we’ve been doing. So 
we’re not going to simply record the COVID-era services with the COVID-
appropriate restrictions that we’ll be offering on Sunday mornings in the 
sanctuary. Karen and Oksana and I and a few others will be continuing to gather on Fridays to record the service so many 
of you have been taking time to watch, only to gather with some of you on Sunday morning to do it again – but in a different 
way. It will bring back memories for me of serving on a two-point charge with two “different but the same” services. 
 
We will see how the next few months go. Hopefully a vaccine will be developed, much will be learned about treatments and 
the virus will be brought under firm control. Until then, we continue to be the church, centred on Christ and serving those 
around us. Blessings to all!  Steven 

 

Rev. Karen Smart  (continued from page 2)  

For a while, we weren’t sure if pumpkins or squash were growing. We now think they are squash! You just never know 
where seeds will bear fruit! 
As we now turn to autumn, there are new things coming: 
•  Children are going back to school in new ways, whether that be at their school building or at home. 
•  Our Church school program will recommence with lessons being delivered to their homes on Saturday, October 3. 
•  Our Church building will slowly begin to open safely. Please take time to read the report from the Re-Opening Task Group 
on the website and the article in this edition of VOICE. 
•  On a personal note, Tom and I will be taking Laura therapeutic horseback riding on Tuesday afternoons at Windreach 
Farm. It is very good for her muscle and bone health. Their requirement was that two people in Laura’s bubble need to be 
her side walkers. I don’t get the pleasure of seeing Laura ride very often, so this will be a special treat. 
 
So, as we head into fall, please remember that God is a wonderful artist. God journeys with us and gives us everything we 
need. Stay safe. Stay smart. Do what is best for you! Most of all know God loves you and your PVUC family loves you too! 
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TUESDAY MORNING CRAFT AND FELLOWSHIP GROUP (TMCFG): Rowena Dunlop

This summer, thanks to the pandemic and 
the weather, has been one of the strangest 

summers most of us have ever 
experienced, but we have persevered. 

Although we had to stay home and not socialize 
physically, we continued our service to the Church and 
the community. We knitted and crocheted 143 baby hats, 
13 shawls and 12 sets of matching baby hats and shawls. 
There appeared to be an unspoken contest as to who 
could use the prettiest design and wool. Full protection 
protocol was used when the items were handed over to 
Ajax-Pickering Hospital. The group received a 
handwritten thank you from Jennifer, the Director of the 
Hospital’s Philanthropic Operations. 

As regular TMCFG work continued in people’s homes, 
the Quilt of Valour was finished as was the quilt for the 
draw that is usually held during the Snowflake Christmas 
Market. As the SCM is cancelled for 2020, decisions will 
have to be made about what to do with the quilts – 
perhaps hoping for better prospects in 2021. We also 

have a number of quilts which have been produced as we 
use up some of our “stash”. There is a bright side to 
everything if you search hard enough. 

Needless to say, our biggest project this summer was 
mask making which was another way to use up our 
stashes. We did not keep track of the number of masks 
that we made but they included adult and children sizes 
plus neutral colours for some men who did not appreciate 
the floral patterns. There was a “Free Will Collection Jar” 
for those who wished to donate and as of September 8, 
2020 we have raised $869 for the Church’s general fund. 
Well done, ladies! There is still a tote box full of masks if 
anyone is in need or knows of others who could use more 
masks. Cooler/cold weather is coming and patterns for 
knitted and crocheted masks are available from Rowena 
Dunlop: 905-427-7702, robert.dunlop2@sympatico.ca . 

Thanks for all your continued work, ladies. 

Stay safe and we will weather this together!!

 
MISSION & SERVICE: Ruth Webster 

As we go through this COVID-19 pandemic, it is so encouraging to see that our PVUC family thinks not just about what 
each one of us is dealing with, but also those, both near and far, who are dealing with more difficult situations. 
 
Dr. Paul Thistle is most grateful for your support. In the container, somewhere now on the ocean, are more than 2,000 bars 
of soap that you contributed for hand washing. Also there are about 650 masks, many of then sewn by our ladies for 
children/youth so that they can go back to school. This is in addition to medical and other supplies that you provided earlier. 
 
The partners of the Mission and Service Fund of The United Church of Canada are struggling to help many who are in great 
need at this time. Thank you for you ongoing donations to M&S. 
 
May you be blessed as you bless others with your donations. 

 
WELLNESS AND SOCIAL CONCERNS COMMITTEE: Pat Gottschalk 
After a long, hot and rather isolated summer, I hope you are as excited as I am about the approaching return to live worship 
services! 
 
Unfortunately, other programs and services remain on hold pending further direction from Public Health and our own PVUC 
Re-opening Task Force. So… 
 
● The Foot Clinic remains closed for the time being. Stay tuned for word about when this service may resume. 
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●The Exercise Classes also will not be running at this time. When we know this group can start up again, we will be sure to 
make an announcement. In the meantime, please continue to do your best to walk, stretch and be as active as possible. 
You know what they say: “Use it or lose it”! 
 
We are investigating ways to assist with food insecurity in the community. Unfortunately, at the moment we cannot offer 
food distribution services. Most importantly, we cannot safely accept food donations in the Church. For this reason, the food 
donation bins have been decommissioned. UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE, PLEASE DO NOT BRING FOOD ITEMS TO THE 
CHURCH! When we have established appropriate processes to handle food donations, we will be sure to let you know. 
Your cooperation in this matter is much appreciated. 

 

 

FROM THE UCW ARCHIVES: Chris MacCutchan 
  
THE ROYAL WEDDING OF PRINCE WILLIAM and CATHERINE MIDDLETON APRIL 29, 2011 

The UCW celebrated this event with a High Tea. The Cream Tea included scones with 
clotted cream and jam, finger sandwiches, assorted sweets and wedding cake. A 
favourite of Prince William’s, known on that 
day as the groom’s cake, was also served. It 
was made from chocolate biscuits and the 
Prince always asked for this cake when he 
visited the Queen for tea while he was at 
Eton. Over 100 guests from the Church and 
local community attended the tea. Guests 
were encouraged to wear wedding style 

dresses and hats to make it seem as if everyone was at the wedding reception. It 
was a very stylish and happy occasion. The scrapbooking group from the 
Tuesday Morning Craft Group made a beautiful scrapbook which was sent to the 
royal couple. A letter of thanks from the royal couple was sent to the group later in 
the year in September.     
 

 
 
THE ROYAL WEDDING OF PRINCE HARRY AND MEGHAN MARKLE MAY 19, 2018 

Once again the UCW held a High Tea in honour of the wedding of 
Prince Harry and Meghan Markle. A traditional tea was served with 
scones, cream and jam, assorted sandwiches and sweets and special 
lemon elderflower cakes which echoed the ones at the royal 
reception.The cakes were decorated with real pansies and all were 
made by several of the UCW ladies.Guests came dressed in their best 
with many pretty hats worn by the ladies. Over 100 cream teas were 
served that day.The wedding ceremony from London, UK was 
recorded for everyone to see after the tea.The UCW were 
congratulated on another fun and successful fundraiser. 
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OUR CHURCH GARDEN 
 

As school is returning in the next few weeks, the Sunday School wanted you to see how the garden worked out this year.  
The portulaca, petunias, geraniums and roses worked out very well this year. I'm afraid most of you haven't had occasion to 
visit the Church. A huge shout out to Linda Hearns and her husband Frank for the watering and weeding over the summer.  
They made all the difference in ensuring the garden survived our dry early summer and the ever-present weeds. 
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Back Door Mission Helping Those in Poverty: Dianne Catchpole 
Shirley Guppy, a familiar face at PVUC, has long been a member of our Church’s Foot Clinic team, 
providing specialized foot care, especially for seniors, every Tuesday morning. This summer Shirley 
was busy using her skills with a program called “Back Door Mission for the Relief of Poverty” offered 
through Simcoe Street United Church. “I actually assisted there Friday mornings at the medical clinic 
doing foot care for six weeks as part of my role at Carea [Carea Community Health Centre] in 
Oshawa. I was very impressed with the whole organization that serves the marginalized community.” 
 
Back Door Mission began as an outreach program of Simcoe Street United Church in 1998 and has 
grown exponentially, serving about 120 people every day. (Our own UCW here at PVUC has given 
contributions to this work.) They offer the following services Monday – Friday:  a medical clinic, crisis 

and mental health supports, a rest centre, harm reduction and 
supplies, withdrawal management and financial assistance. Meals are 
also supplied every day, plus a food pantry. Clothing is provided and 
as are referrals to social services and health care. 
 
According to their website (info@backdoormission.ca), “The Back 
Door Mission works to relieve the burdens of poverty and social 

dislocation within the economically 
deprived and street population of 
Oshawa. 
 
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, many [other] services closed their doors, leaving those 
marginally housed with limited access to supports such as washrooms, showers, food and 
other resources.” The Back Door Mission responded to these special needs generated by 
the pandemic and enlarged its scope by creating a centralized service operating as ‘Project 
Mission United’. This project helps people on limited old age pensions, unemployed, 
people living on the street, people rendered unemployable by addictions, transients, 
migrant workers and individuals from all ethnic and cultural backgrounds, including First 
Nations and the LGBTQ community. 
 
It is hopeful to see the difference that Christians, whether from our own PVUC or other 
churches, are making during this pandemic. 

 
 

COVID CHURCH SIGNS 
   
    

 
 

 
 
 

Jesus Cleans the Heart 
We Disinfect the Pew 

 
Six Feet Apart 

Today Is Better 

Than Six Feet 

Under Tomorrow 

Services Cancelled 
God Making House Calls 
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CHANGES 
 

Our Sympathy 
We regret to announce the deaths of:    
   Betty Aune, mother of Sean Aune; 
 Alfred Campbell, husband of Cynthia Campbell; 
 Ursula Kratz; 
 Doris Lemmon; 
 Mary Ostler, wife of Dan Ostler; 
 Joyce Williams 
  

    Remember days of gladness; Remember times of joy; 
Remember all the moments that grief cannot destroy. 

                                                                                                   #494 Voices United 
 

Marriages 
Scott Campbell and Suzy Chaplin – July 4 
Ryan Schnoflak and Kristen Ocampo – August 8 
(Both these weddings were held offsite and not in the Church due to COVID-19 restrictions.) 

Marriage is to be honoured by all. 
Hebrew 13:4 

 

 
NEWS FROM THE PEWS 
● Stephanie Laderman and Angelo DeSario were married on February 22, 2020 at Ancaster Mill. Congratulations to the 
newlyweds! 
 
● Leonardo Pio D’Andrea was born on May 26 to Lia and Anthony-George. Leo is a new little brother to George and Luc 
and 6th grandchild for Karen and Dan Murphy. 
 
● Lisa Wilson and Brandon Hubbard were married on July 25, 2020 in their friends’ backyard in Nestleton. According to 
Marilyn (the bride’s Mom), all COVID-19 restrictions were observed but it was still a wonderful day for both of the families. 
 
● It’s a boy! Teame, one of the refugees we sponsored a few years ago, and his wife Simret are 
parents of a little boy named Yonatan Teame Hadgu which means “God has given.” Yonatan 
weighed in at 9 lb. 5 oz.  Congratulations! 
 
 

 
 
 
Help Needed 

A few more telephone tree callers are needed. You would have about 10 people to 
check in with to see how they are doing and share the news from PVUC.   
 
If you are able to help or would like more information, please contact Karen Smart at 
pvuc.ca or call her at 905 626-7552. 
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